


� Ionic liquids (Ils) including various artificial sensors of new generation,

electrochemistry, fuel cells and batteries, (bio-) catalysis.

� Not completely understood PROCESS……

� The (H/D) exchange for possible pathways of reaction and its kinetics that

shows valuable information on the picture of H-bond in Ils.

Motivations and Problem

shows valuable information on the picture of H-bond in Ils.

� H/D exchange process depend on phase behavior



The purposes of present work were

(i) To study the anion, self-aggregation, and mesophase effects

on the H/D exchange below and above CAC

(ii) To check the possibility of conformational changes induced(ii) To check the possibility of conformational changes induced

by the H/D exchange having longer alkyl chains



the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is defined as the concentration

of surfactants above which micelles form and all additional surfactants added

to the system go to micelles

What is CAC?

Increasing concentration of surfactant inIncreasing concentration of surfactant in

water slowly forming a layer on the surface

and eventually forming micelles at or

above the CMC
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� Next couple of samples of 0.01 mole fraction of RTIL in D2O was prepared

� 0.01 M, both systems are close to the midpoint between the onsets of 

aggregation and the gel mesopase formation. 

� [C10mim][Br]/H2O and [C10mim][Cl]/H2O solutions convert at higher content 

of water from a viscous liquid to the anisotropic gel.

� This gel was found to be stable over the range of ∼5−40% w/w of water (i.e., 

0.08 - 0.53 mole fraction of RTIL).

� In order to check the influence of this mesophase on the H/D exchange rate � In order to check the influence of this mesophase on the H/D exchange rate 

another two samples of 0.4 mole fraction of RTIL in D2O were prepared and 

investigated.
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C(2) carbon 

atom splits into 

triplet

characterized 

by 1J(13C−2H) = 

33.6 Hz due to 
13C−2H spin

coupling.
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Fig. 5. Kinetics of the H/D exchange 
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The kinetics of this process drastically 

changes above CAC

The 1H NMR signal corresponding to the 

C(2)−H proton disappears completely in 

0.01 mole fraction solution in D2O after 20 h

Our group results



No changes in the intensity of 1H NMR signal of C(2)−H proton were noticed for the

gel samples (0.4 mole fraction of RTIL) during 48 days of observation from the

sample preparation. Thus, this reaction does not run in the gel phase.
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Conclusions

The H/ D exchange process, depending on the anions, can be very

significantly damped or stimulated above CAC

This reaction does not run in the liquid crystalline gel phase

No observation of conformation changes

The revealed changes in 13C NMR spectra are caused by the

secondary isotope effects on chemical shifts not being the

signal shifts due to the conformational trans−gauche transition.

No observation of conformation changes


